Cellular: the service we can’t live without
3UK (home of the data hogs) average 6Gb/sub/month.
Anticipating 25Gb by 2023, 56Gb by 2025.
With subs probably not paying any more.

Source: GSMA, Feb 2018

4G will struggle to cope

Investing in 5G becomes essential

Source: BCG

Living on the edge
•

Providing ultra low latency (base station to the receiver +
back again) will be expensive, supplementing existing
remote locations with smaller data centres much closer to
data generating end users (human or otherwise).

•

Gartner predicts enterprise-generated data created &
processed outside a traditional data centre or cloud will
increase from c10% in 2018 to 75% by 2022.

•

But what might that mean?
Ø Lots of micro-data centres into or nearby 5G towers
would be really expensive
Ø and (especially for street furniture) may take time to
deploy & be challenging to secure.

•

Perhaps instead fewer mini-data centres, when it’s clear
where ultra low latency will be demanded. Also useful to
address transport costs & security concerns.

Living on the edge?
•

The key question for (public network) 5G is: What’s it
for? The key question for MEC is the same.

•

Where & when edge should be deployed – and
perhaps by whom – depends on the use cases that
might be willing to pay for ultra low latency.

•

Examples include Ø Smart Cities – which use cases need
immediate actions & which cities can afford to
pay for that? Public safety? Traffic management?
Ø Consumer – mobile AR (faster adoption than VR)?
Ø Autonomous vehicles?

•

Which uses might need local peering (core adds
latency)?
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Consumer mobile AR
•

Games : Kenneth Research forecast AR Gaming $284.93bn by 2023, growing 152.7% CAGR 2017-2023.

•

Look around me : Property (Zoopla etc)/ Historic tourist hotspots (Bath/Tower of London/Colosseum).

•

What else?
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5G &
Autonomous Vehicles

1) Supporting the vehicle •

But they know where they are, can read road signs & lane
markings, identify other traffic etc

•

Most of the data they generate won’t need to leave the
vehicle, some (e.g. diagnostics) may not need to be
transmitted while moving. OTA OS updates likewise.

•

But 5G may have a role in V2V (upcoming traffic
conditions) & V2I (traffic management).

•

Needs Edge? V2X can’t rely on roaming - that’s 20ms
away in the core – so local access for all MNOs?

2) Providing infotainment for passengers •

iPlayer (like Blockbuster Video before it) know which
content consumers want day-by-day. So pre-load that
content before vehicles go out? Use cellular for long tail &
breaking news.
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5G: the Golden Thread enabling Industry 4.0
•

Industry 4.0 will be a game-changing
shift, fusing pervasive connectivity and
sensors, robotics (including drones),
Artificial Intelligence/ML, Immersive
Technology and the Cloud.

•

That pervasive connectivity will be
principally wireless, with 5G front and
centre, as the thread enabling it all.

•

5G’s low latency will enable Robotics,
including autonomous loading/unloading,
to be safely operated in proximity to
fragile humans.

•

Real time inventory, which could encompass items which hadn’t yet left a supplier or were in transit, will take
just-in-time delivery to the next level.

•

All of us will benefit from the increased productivity and safety from the resulting predictive maintenance.

Private enterprise
networks
• No-one is currently promoting private networks to
enterprise. Can’t scale 5G testbed handholding.
Ø Future public role (LEPs?), to ensure early
move for UK to Industry 4.0?
• MNOs don’t have these sales channels.
• Who should hold the spectrum licence
for private enterprise networks:
Ø JLR or Bosch?
Ø Hospital Trust or Atos?
• Role for MNO to make their public network the
easiest one for enterprise to plug into? Also agree
inbound roaming.
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Network Slicing: a key enabler of 5G’s promise
•

Provide dedicated virtual networks for different use cases with different SLAs
Ø devoting capacity to certain purposes dynamically
Ø deploying only the functions necessary.

•

But Network Slicing requires considerable investment & a technology refresh.

•

Potentially complex & may also require overcapacity – when might that be justified?

•

How to price a slice? Current thinking is no company gets a slice of their own.
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Our 5G future
•

Everything and everyone worth connecting, will be
connected.

•

Cloud will underpin it all, where millions of Internet Of
Things (IOT) devices will deposit data for remote
analysis, and taking virtual team collaboration to the
next level.

•

Networks controlled & continuously re-configured by
software rather than hardware, and that software will
mostly not be resident in the base station equipment.

•

5G networks enabling Industry 4.0 will be a
combination of the existing public networks and
private networks (supported by private/hybrid cloud) –
Ø private networks operated by companies which
don’t operate cellular networks now (e.g. SIs)
Ø with their own supply chains.

But we’re a long way
from that 5G future
•

5G is 4G on steroids (faster & more
reliable), only available where 4G is.

•

Where some of 5G’s promise is already
offered by 4G (e.g. Network Slicing,
spectrum Carrier Aggregation, private
enterprise networks).

•

5G value adds look like mostly being in
enterprise.

•

Putting clear blue water between 5G and 4G
will require time & lots of investment.

•

As with the fibre it relies on, public 5G
needs to identify the use cases Ø requiring higher speed & reliability,
lower latency
Ø with the promise of mass take up
Ø subscriber willingness to pay.

•

Other than games, it’s not obvious what
they are. Those use cases may be currently
in the labs, in trials, or they may be closer…
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Then again, look around

•

•

Amara’s Law still holds.

•

If we want to know what new thing we’ll all be using in 5-10 years, it’s
probably already here.

•

Want to guess what the 1st mass market 5G use case for public networks
may be? Look around, it may already be here in some form.

America's first urban planning
conference was held in New
York in 1898. The key problem
was city streets were covered in
horse manure.

•

Although the first true car was
launched 13 years earlier,
delegates didn’t recognise it as
the answer.

•

Within 15 years the streets of
Manhattan were filled with cars.
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